Date: 2021-09-22
First Name: Scott
Last Name: Wingerter
Title: Mr.
Organization: self
Address: 
City: Magnolia
State: TX
Zipcode: 
Phone: 

Affirm public info: I agree

Regarding: Senate

Message:
I am writing to oppose the current PLANS2101 regarding extending SD7 into the FM 1488 corridor, Magnolia area, and Southwestern Montgomery County in what is currently SD4. Montgomery County has a robust and politically active community, and to split our county up into three or four senatorial districts is to divide that political community which has established great working relationships with different political entities such as clubs, PACs, and other entities alongside our political representatives is to place an undue burden on this community. I recognize how difficult the redistricting process is, and the various rules that go into this process. Considering these issues however, the fundamental principle of self-governance is to have a community come together and elect a representative that can and will represent that community, their agenda, and their voice. Splitting a community like Magnolia away from the other cities and towns within Montgomery County in their senatorial district will negatively impact this process and violate that fundamental principle.

V/R
Scott A Wingerter